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Abstract

Second-order cumulant expansion of the time dependent reduced density matrix has been employed to evaluate hole hopping rates in pentacene, tetracene, picene, and rubrene homodimers. The cumulant expansion is a full quantum mechanical approach, which allows to use in computations the whole set of nuclear coordinates of the system, including both the effects of the equilibrium position displacements and of normal mode mixing upon hole transfer. The time dependent populations predicted by cumulant approach are in good agreement with those obtained by numerical solution of time dependent Schrödinger equation, even for ultrafast processes, where the Fermi Golden Rule fails. Field effect mobility in disordered systems where the establishment of a hopping regime is plausible are in line with experimental findings.
Introduction

Organic $\pi$-conjugated single molecules and polymers have revealed to be extremely useful building blocks for developing efficient optoelectronic materials. The impressive progresses obtained in the fields of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) and solar energy conversion have allowed to achieve efficiencies high enough to reach the market, with still high expectations of further improvements.$^{1,2}$ Organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) are also of great technological interest for the fabrication of low cost, flexible, and large area logic circuitry.$^{3–13}$ In that context, theoretical approaches for determining rate constants of elementary processes – hole transfer (HT), electron transfer (ET), charge recombination – taking place in those devices is certainly of help for designing new molecules with improved performances and for understanding the underlying physico-chemical mechanisms. Up to now, rate constants for charge transfer and charge recombination processes have been evaluated either by Marcus’ semiclassical approach or by Fermi Golden Rule (FGR). While the former does not account for tunneling effects, the latter, a full quantum mechanical approach at the first order of time dependent perturbation theory, has limitations in very short or long transition times. Herein, we use the second order cumulant (SOC) expansion of the reduced density matrix for evaluating hole hopping rates in homodimers of organic molecules mostly employed in organic semiconductors. Similarly to Fermi Golden Rule (FGR), the SOC expansion of the time dependent reduced density matrix is a full quantum mechanical approach, able to handle the whole set of nuclear coordinates, which should provide a significant improvement with respect to FGR approach, at least for ultrafast hole hopping processes, inasmuch as it does not require the use of integral representation of the Dirac delta function. By using a standard Montecarlo approach, we show that SOC rates provide reliable 3D averaged hole mobilities, comparable with those observed for disordered systems, in which the establishment of a hopping regime is plausible, and exhibiting temperature dependencies in line with the experimental results.
Hopping rates

Marcus’ theory

Semiclassical Marcus’ theory\textsuperscript{14,15} has been widely used for computing hole hopping rates in organic materials.\textsuperscript{16,17} For hopping between two equal molecules the net $\Delta G$ change is zero and the charge transfer rate $k$ is:

$$k = \frac{|V|^2}{\hbar} \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{\lambda k_B T}} \exp \left[ -\frac{\lambda}{4 k_B T} \right]$$

(1)

where $V$ is the electronic coupling parameter and $\lambda$ is the reorganization energy, which consists of an intramolecular and an intermolecular contribution, due to equilibrium position changes of the system and of the surrounding medium upon hole transfer. Computations carried out by using a QM/MM approach with a polarizable force field for naphthalene in its molecular crystal structure showed that the intermolecular reorganization energy is small, of the order of a few meV;\textsuperscript{18} further studies for acenes yield intermolecular reorganization energies typically lower than 0.2 kcal/mol,\textsuperscript{17} much smaller than the intramolecular one.

Fermi’s golden rule

Fermi’s Golden rule expression of the rate of an electronic transition between two electronic states $|i\rangle$ and $|f\rangle$ is:

$$k = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} |V|^2 F(\Delta E, T),$$

(2)

where $V$ is the electronic coupling element, which has been assumed in deriving eq.n 2 to be independent of vibrational coordinates, $\Delta E$ is the electronic energy difference between the initial and final states, $T$ is temperature, and $F(\Delta E, T)$ is the Franck-Condon weighted...
density of states given by:

\[ F(\Delta E, T) = \frac{1}{Z} \sum_{i\neq j} e^{-\beta E_{ji}} |\langle v_i | v_f \rangle|^2 \delta (E_{vf} - E_{vi} - \Delta E), \]  

(3)

where \( \langle v_i | v_f \rangle \) is the Franck-Condon integral, \( Z \) is the vibrational partition function of the initial electronic state, \( \beta = 1/k_B T \), and the sum runs over all vibrational states of \( |i\rangle \) and \( |f\rangle \).

The evaluation of \( F(\Delta E, T) \) by the infinite summations of eq. (3) poses problems which can be avoided by using the generating function (GF) approach developed in the fifties by Lax and Kubo,\textsuperscript{19,20} which makes use of the integral representation of the Dirac delta function.

By using the harmonic approximation and Duschinsky’s normal mode transformation:

\[ Q_i = JQ_f + K, \]

\( F(\Delta E, T) \) can be evaluated from the normal modes (Q) and vibrational frequencies of the initial and final states, including the whole sets of nuclear coordinates in computations.\textsuperscript{21–25}

Endoergonic transitions, possibly due to significant reorganization energies of the environment, can be treated by resorting to the principle of detailed balance,\textsuperscript{26–28} according to which the rate of the endoergonic \( |i\rangle \rightarrow |f\rangle \) process is obtained from that of the reverse exoergonic process by the relation:

\[ k_{if} = k_{fi} \exp[-\Delta E_{if}/k_B T], \]

where \( k_{fi} \) is evaluated at \( \Delta E_{fi} \).

**Second order cumulant approximation**

The rate expression of eqns 2 and 3 holds true in the limit of sufficiently long transition times and therefore it must be used with caution for ultrafast processes. A possible way out is provided by the second-order cumulant expansion of the time dependent reduced density
matrix. The cumulant expansion is a well known technique, but rather few applications to realistic microscopic Hamiltonians have appeared in the literature. In the case of interest here, two electronic states \( |i\rangle \) and \( |f\rangle \), with a constant perturbation:

\[
H = |i\rangle \mathcal{H}_i \langle i| + |f\rangle \mathcal{H}_f \langle f| + |i\rangle V \langle f| + \text{c.c.} = \mathcal{H}^0 + V,
\]

(4)

where \( \mathcal{H}_i \) and \( \mathcal{H}_f \) are the vibrational Hamiltonian of the electronic states \( |i\rangle \) and \( |f\rangle \) respectively, the second order cumulant approximation of the population of the initial state is given by:

\[
P_i(t) = \exp(K_2(t))
\]

with:

\[
K_2(t) = -2\hbar^{-2}\text{Re}\int_0^t d\tau_1 \int_0^{\tau_1} \langle i| [V_I(\tau_2), [V_I(\tau_2), \rho(0)]] |i\rangle d\tau_2.
\]

(5)

where the trace is evaluated over the whole set of the vibrational states of the initial state, and \( V_I(s) \) is the interaction representation of the coupling potential \( V \).

By using for \( \rho(0) \) the thermal equilibrium distribution, eq.n 5 becomes:

\[
K_2(t) = -2\hbar^{-2}Z^{-1}\text{Re}\int_0^t d\tau_1 \int_0^{\tau_1} \text{Tr}(e^{i\mathcal{H}_i(\tau_2+i\beta)}V_I e^{-i\mathcal{H}_f \tau_2} V_I) d\tau_2.
\]

(6)

If the initial state is prepared in a non equilibrium distribution, which for the case of fast hole transfer could be the thermally equilibrated ground state of the neutral molecule which instantaneously releases an electron, the initial density for hole transfer is given by:

\[
\rho(0) = Z_N^{-1} |i\rangle e^{-\beta \mathcal{H}_N} \langle i|.
\]

\( \mathcal{H}_N \) being the vibrational Hamiltonian of the neutral molecule and \( Z_N \) its corresponding
vibrational partition function, and the second order cumulant average becomes:

\[ K_2(t) = -\hbar^2 Z_N^{-1} \text{Re} \int_0^t \int_0^t \text{Tr}(e^{-\beta H_N} e^{iH_f \tau_2} V_{ij} e^{-iH_f (\tau_2 - \tau_1)} V_{fi} e^{-iH_f \tau_1}) d\tau_1 d\tau_2. \]  

(7)

The finite integration time in equations 6 and 7 allows to explicitly take into account the effect of a non-zero correlation time of the second order autocorrelation function: \[ \langle i | [V(\tau_1), [V(\tau_2), \rho(0)]] | i \rangle. \] As we shall see below this effect is important when the number of vibrational modes coupled to the electronic degrees of freedom is small and their reorganization energy is not too large.

Computational details

Equilibrium geometries, normal modes, and vibrational frequencies of pentacene, picene, rubrene, and tetracene in their neutral and cationic forms were obtained at the DFT level using the B3LYP functional with the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set, which has been proved to yield sufficiently accurate results. Dielectric effects have been estimated by using the polarizable continuum model (PCM). According to previous works, we have assumed \( \epsilon = 4 \) as the average value for the dielectric constants of the bulk materials. The G09 package has been used for electronic wavefunction computations. Photoelectron spectra and Franck-Condon weighted densities of states have been computed by using a development version of the MolFC package. Intermolecular reorganization energies have been neglected. The curvilinear coordinate representation of the normal modes has been adopted to prevent that large displacements of an angular coordinate could reflect into large shifts of the equilibrium positions of the involved bond distances. That is unavoidable in rectilinear Cartesian coordinates and requires the use of high order anharmonic potentials for its correction. The evaluation of the time-dependent rates \( K_2(t) \) of eqns 6 and 7 is based on the coordinate representation of the reduced density matrix; the resulting multidimensional Gaussian type integrals have been evaluated analytically.
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation has been carried out by using an orthogonalised Krylov subspace method;\textsuperscript{47,48} more details are provided in the Supporting Information.

**Rate constants**

We will apply Marcus, FGR and SOC approaches for determining hole hopping rates in homodimers of pentacene, rubrene, picene, and tetracene, organic molecules of interest in the field of organic field effect transistors.

The elementary hole transfer reactions is modeled as the redox process:

\[ X_1^+ + X_2 \rightarrow X_1 + X_2^+ \]  

(8)

taking place into a dimer formed by two adjacent molecules, immersed in a continuum dielectric medium.

Computed normal mode equilibrium position displacements for the hole injection half reaction and their contributions (harmonic approximation) to the total reorganization energies are reported in Table 1, together with the total electronic intramolecular reorganization energies computed at PCM/B3LYP level, using an effective dielectric constant \( \epsilon = 4 \). The effect of the dielectric constant is almost insignificant on both equilibrium position displacements and reorganization energies, as shown by the results obtained in the gas-phase, reported in the Supporting Information.

From the components of the \( K \) vectors of Table 1, the photoelectron spectra of the four molecules have been computed and compared with the available experimental results.\textsuperscript{51–53} The results are reported in the Fig. 1; the agreement between computed and experimental spectra is extremely good, testifying about the reliability of the adopted computational approach.

Slight discrepancies between computed and measured spectra have been found only for
Table 1: Wavenumbers ($\omega$, cm$^{-1}$), intramolecular reorganization energies ($E_r$, cm$^{-1}$), and equilibrium position displacements ($K$, Å uma$^{-1/2}$) of the most displaced normal modes of pentacene/pentacene$^+$ (P/P$^+$), picene/picene$^+$ (PC/PC$^+$), rubrene/rubrene$^+$ (R/R$^+$) and tetracene/tetracene$^+$ (T/T$^+$) redox pairs. All data refer to hole injection $X \rightarrow X^+$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P/P$^+$</th>
<th></th>
<th>PC/PC$^+$</th>
<th></th>
<th>R/R$^+$</th>
<th></th>
<th>T/T$^+$</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>$E_r^a$</td>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>$E_r^a$</td>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>$E_r^a$</td>
<td>$K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>72.6</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>797</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>-8.2 x 10$^{-2}$</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1023</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1186</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1213</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>1390</td>
<td>216.7</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1421</td>
<td>105.6</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>1654</td>
<td>142.5</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1564</td>
<td>130.5</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1665</td>
<td>136.1</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>126.2</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$E_r^b_{tot}$ | 382 | 736 | 608 | 448 |

$^a$ Computed by harmonic approximation from $K$ components; $^b$ from electronic computations.

Figure 1: Experimental (red full line) and computed (blue dashed line) photoelectron spectrum of: pentacene at $T = 505$ K (A); tetracene at $T = 480$ K (B); picene at $T = 468$ K (C); rubrene at $T = 140$ (D). The experimental spectra have been digitized from ref.s 51–53, respectively. The experimental spectrum of picene is not shown because it exhibits two overlapping electronic transitions, a complication not considered here.
rubrene and only in the spectral region where hot transitions occur. A more reliable treatment of that spectral region would require use of anharmonic potentials,\textsuperscript{43,45} which would be unmanageable in the all mode computations of hole transfer rates, therefore we have not afforded this task. For picene the experimental spectrum from ref. 51 has not been shown because it exhibits two overlapping electronic transitions and therefore it can not be compared to the simulated spectrum, in which only the first transition has been considered.

Computed Franck-Condon weighted densities of states ($F(\Delta E, T)$) for hole hopping in homodimers are reported in Figure 2 as a function of $\Delta E$. For the two acenes, $F(\Delta E, T)$ is a narrow function of $\Delta E$, strongly peaked around $\Delta E = 0$ with a total width of about 3000 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. On the contrary, for both rubrene and picene dimers $F(\Delta E, T)$ is much broader, with a total width of more than 6000 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. Those significant differences are due to the fact that rubrene and picene possess displaced normal modes at energies well below the thermal energy at $T = 298$ K, whereas pentacene and tetracene do not, see Table 1.

Marcus and FGR hole hopping rates evaluated at $T = 298$ K are reported in Table 2, for V=1cm\textsuperscript{-1}. FGR rates have been obtained either at $\Delta E = 0$, as usual in the literature, or by averaging $F(\Delta E, T)$ over a range of 400 cm\textsuperscript{-1} around $\Delta E = 0$.

Table 2: Kinetic rate constants ($\times 10^8$ s\textsuperscript{-1}) for hole transfer in homodimers for V=1cm\textsuperscript{-1} and T=298 K. Averaged SOC rate constants refer to the hole hopping path with the largest $V$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Marcus</th>
<th>$\text{FGR}_{av}$</th>
<th>$\text{FGR}_{eq}$</th>
<th>$\text{SOC}_{eq}$</th>
<th>$\text{SOC}_{neq}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pentacene</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picene</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubrene</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetracene</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} From averaged Franck-Condon weighted density of states; \textsuperscript{b} initial state from the equilibrium thermal distribution of the cationic state; \textsuperscript{c} initial state from the equilibrium thermal distribution of the neutral state.

The transfer integrals for the intermolecular arrangements corresponding to the fastest hole paths,\textsuperscript{49,50} see figure 3, together with the normalized ($V = 1$ cm\textsuperscript{-1}) rate constants of table 2 yield for pentacene and tetracene hopping times of the order of a few femtoseconds.
Figure 2: Computed densities of states for hole hopping in pentacene (A), tetracene (B), picene (C), and rubrene (D). $T = 298$ K; all mode calculation.
For such ultrafast transitions, the integral representation of Dirac delta function used in the computation of $F(\Delta E, T)$, eq.n 3, could be inappropriate and could lead to significant overestimation of the transition rates obtained by FGR approach. We have checked that by evaluating time dependent populations $P(t)$ for hole transfer in a dimer using the second order cumulant approach, setting in all the cases $\Delta E = 0$, and adopting as initial state the hole fully localized on a molecular unit, either in the equilibrium thermal distribution of the cationic state or in the equilibrium distribution of the neutral state, the latter choice being better suited when hole transfer is fast enough to compete with vibrational relaxation to the thermal equilibrium distribution. The results are reported in Figure 4 for pentacene and tetracene, where time decay probabilities of the initial state predicted by the SOC approach are compared with the monoexponential decay of FGR.

Figure 3: Hole hopping paths in: pentacene (A), tetracene (B), picene (C), and rubrene (D) crystal structures. The computed electronic coupling elements (meV) are: pentacene $t_1 = 75$, $t_2 = 20$, $t_3 = 32$, $t_4 = 6$; rubrene $t_1 = 19$, $t_2 = 19$, $t_3 = 89$; picene $t_1 = 66$, $t_2 = 70$, $t_3 = 54$; tetracene $t_1 = 17$, $t_2 = 70$, $t_3 = 1.49,50$

Figure 4 shows that the SOC approximation yields significantly longer transition times
Figure 4: Time decay probabilities predicted by FGR and SOC approaches for hole hopping in pentacene and tetracene dimers. A: pentacene channel 1; B: pentacene channel 2; C: tetracene channel 2; D: tetracene channel 1. Purple full line: FGR at $\Delta E = 0$; purple dashed line: FGR averaged over 400 cm$^{-1}$ around $\Delta E = 0$; green full line: equilibrium second order cumulant; green dashed line: non-equilibrium second order cumulant. $T = 298$ K; all mode calculation.
than FGR one, especially for fast decay rates. For channel 1 of pentacene and channel 2 of tetracene, FGR predicts that the initial state completely decays within 5 fs, whereas SOC approach yields a decay time of about 30 fs. Slightly longer decay times are predicted by FGR when the energy averaged Franck-Condon weighted density of states is used, but decay times are still very short. For pentacene and tetracene, SOC decay rates are roughly independent of the initial population, a consequence of the fact that all the displaced modes of the two redox pairs fall at high wavenumbers and that $F(\Delta E, T)$ is strongly peaked at $\Delta E = 0$. Both factors concur in making the thermal equilibrium distributions of both the neutral and the cationic states nearly coincident with the ground state.

Those results show that in pentacene and tetracene hole transfer involves a few vibronic states and FGR is therefore inadequate to treat them. Rubrene and picene behave differently, inasmuch as they exhibit low frequency vibrational modes whose equilibrium positions are displaced upon hole transfer. As shown in Figure 6, the decay rates predicted by FGR and SOC approaches are very similar; FGR still predicts slightly faster rates for picene, which possesses only one low frequency displaced mode, and for the fastest hole channel of rubrene, whereas for the slowest hole paths of rubrene, channel 1 and 2 of Figure 3, it provides decay rates which are indistinguishable from those obtained by SOC computations. Furthermore, in both picene and rubrene SOC decay rates depend on the initial population: the equilibrium thermal populations of the neutral state always provide faster rates than those of the cationic one.

In order to provide an easier way of comparison among the different approaches, coarse grained time averages of the SOC rate constants, obtained by a monoexponential fit of the SOC time dependent populations at $T=298$ K and referring only to the fastest paths, have also been reported in Table 2. The temperature dependence of the averaged SOC rate constants is shown in figure ??, together with the temperature dependence obtained by Marcus and FGR approaches. While the latter ones yield rates which significantly depend on temperature, exhibiting opposite $T$ dependence, see figure ??, the averaged SOC rate constants
have a much slight temperature dependence. In the case of pentacene the hopping rates is independent of T, as it would be expected from the computed normal modes equilibrium position displacements of table 1. Vice versa, FGR yields rate constants which significantly decrease as T increase, which is another artifact of the already discussed inapplicability of FGR to those ultrafast processes. In the case of rubrene FGR and SOC approaches yield very similar results in the region 100-200 K. For higher values of T FGR predicts a smooth decrease of $k$, not found in the SOC results, possibly because of the adopted average procedure. Noteworthy, although Marcus and SOC approaches yield comparable results at room temperature, the predicted T dependence is very different, posing limits to the use of the semiclassical approach for studying the temperature-dependence of hole transport in organic materials.

Figure 5: Time decay probabilities for hole hopping in picene and in rubrene. A: picene channel 2; B: rubrene channel 1; C: rubrene channel 3. Purple full line: FGR at $\Delta E = 0$; purple dashed line: FGR averaged over 400 cm$^{-1}$ around $\Delta E = 0$; green full line: equilibrium second order cumulant; green dashed line: non-equilibrium second order cumulant. $T = 298$ K; all mode calculation.

Figure 6: Hole hopping rate constants in homodimers at different temperatures by FGR (black dashed line), Marcus (purple dashed line), and equilibrium second order cumulant (green line).

For better assessing the reliability of the SOC approach, we have also computed decay
rates by the numerical solution of the time dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) with the Hamiltonian of eq. n 4. In those computations, in order to limit the exponential growth of the computational load with increasing basis sets, only the subsets of displaced modes reported in Table 1 have been considered, which, at any rate, account for more than 80% of the total reorganization energies for all the molecular units. The size of the basis set and of the active space has been chosen in such a way to have converged results for the time interval considered here; it was selected using a recently developed methodology for an efficient partitioning of the Hilbert space, described in the Supporting Information.

For pentacene and tetracene only the ground vibrational state, either of the cationic or of the neutral species, has been populated at $t = 0$, whereas for picene and rubrene, which exhibits several low frequency displaced modes, hole dynamics at room temperature is described using an approach based on the thermo field dynamics theory, a formulation which allows to treat temperature effects in the Hilbert space. For rubrene and picene, only the equilibrium thermal distribution corresponding to the hole fully localized on a molecular unit has been considered. The results are reported in figure 7 for the fastest hole paths of the four molecular materials. The time decay of the initial state predicted by numerical solution of TDSE and SOC expansion of the reduced density matrix agree very well each other at shorter times, up to TDSE solutions begin to oscillate between the initial and final state, which, of course, is prevented in the SOC approach. Thus, SOC expansion appears to provide a computationally economical and reliable way for estimating hole transfer rates including the whole set of intramolecular vibrational coordinates. Generalization to include phonon or intermolecular vibrations should not pose any computational problem if the nature of those modes and their coupling elements were known.
Figure 7: Comparison between time decay probabilities for hole hopping in dimers predicted by the numerical solution of the time dependent Schrödinger equation, full line, and from second order cumulant expansion of the reduced density matrix, dotted line. Initial state: equilibrium thermal population of the cationic state, magenta; equilibrium thermal population of the neutral state, blue. I: Pentacene channel 1; II: Tetracene channel 2; III: picene channel 2; IV: rubrene channel 3.

Hole mobilities in disordered systems

The mechanism of hole transport in organic semiconductors is still a matter of intense debate. Neither the hopping nor the band-like mechanism appears to be adequate models for treating charge transport in those materials.\textsuperscript{56–61} From the one hand, highly purified crystals of pentacene and rubrene exhibit high mobilities with a temperature dependence which would point toward a band-like mechanism.\textsuperscript{62} From the other hand, there is experimental evidence showing that the mean free paths of charge in organic materials is close to the intermolecular distances, which somewhat conforms to the hopping mechanism.\textsuperscript{64,65} Theoretical calculations based on quantum coherent models yield mobility two order of magnitude higher than experimental ones,\textsuperscript{21,63} evidencing that thermal disorder and the interactions of the charge carrier with the intermolecular vibrations have to play an important role.\textsuperscript{56} Herein, we will limit to
consider highly disordered systems, where grain boundaries and interfacial disorder significantly limit hole transport, making plausible a hopping mechanism. 2D averaged mobilities have been computed by using the approach of Shuai et al.,\textsuperscript{21} in which charge mobilities are obtained by Einstein’ relation:

\[ \mu = \frac{eD}{k_BT}, \]

and the isotropic diffusion constants are obtained by the random walk simulations as described in ref. 21. In short, we make the plausible assumption that even in highly disordered systems the hole has always a possible neighbor site for hopping. The hop probabilities for the i-th path of figure ?? ($p_i$) is determined by the rate constants for hole transfer in homodimers obtained by the SOC approach:

\[ p_i = \frac{k_i}{\sum k_i}, \]

and the hopping direction during the random walk simulation is determined by generating a random number ranging from 0 and 1. The hopping time is $1/k_i$ and the hopping distances are taken as the molecular center-center distance along each path. Following previous work,\textsuperscript{21} the time of each simulation is set to 10 $\mu$s, the squared displacements are saved each 100 ns, and averaged over several hundreds simulations, in order to obtain a linear relationship between the diffusion time and the square of the diffusion distance. The statistical error on mobilities is computed by performing new sets of similar simulations and evaluating for each set new mobilities; a few hundreds of those simulations are taken randomly from those previously computed. The error is then obtained as $\mu_{\text{max}} - \mu_{\text{min}})/2$. Details about the results of the random walk simulations are reported in the Supporting Information. 2D averaged mobilities have been computed only for rubrene and pentacene, the most interesting materials for technological applications; the results are reported in figure ?? for $T=77, 150,$ and 298 K. Mobilities for pentacene range from $2.3\pm0.3$ at $T=77$ K to $0.6\pm0.08$ at $T=298$ K, which compare reasonably well with the available experimental results, reporting for pentacene thin
films mobilities varying from 0.2 up to 1.5 at room temperature.\textsuperscript{72,73} Experimental results have shown that the macroscopic transport properties of thermally evaporated thin films of pentacene exhibit significant variations even in sample grown under nominally identical conditions: for the samples characterized by the highest mobilities a nearly temperature-independent regime has been observed, whereas for samples with significant lower mobilities a thermally activated hopping transport seems to be operative.\textsuperscript{73} Our results indicate that, under the assumptions that disorder only affect the direction of the charge transport in the solid material, pentacene mobilities follow a simple $1/T$ temperature dependence, due to the fact that hopping rates do not appreciably depend on temperature.

**Conclusions**

The second order cumulant approach appears to provide a computationally economical and reliable way for estimating hole transfer rates, including their temperature dependence. Since it is based on a finite integration time, it allows to explicitly take into account the effect of a non-zero correlation time of the second order autocorrelation function,\textsuperscript{32} which can be important when the number of vibrational modes coupled to the electronic degrees of freedom is small and their reorganization energy is not too large, the case where FGR fails. Marcus’ semiclassical approach can provide qualitatively correct values of transition rates, but it is unable to provide reliable temperature dependencies when tunneling effects predominate.
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